SA T n Kpogn ,n!] Kpogn,n'j if there exists a string of length log I% I or less, I, I:5log Iz I, from which z can be computed in Iz IS steps. The first parameter measures the amount 01 compression of the string and the second parameter gives the computational resource bound for the computation 01 the string in terms of the length of the computed string.
Introduction
Originally, Kolmogorov complexity 01 finite strings was introduced independently by A.N. Kolmogorov [Ko] and G.
Chaitin [el, 02] to give precise computational meaning to the concept of rtJntlomnu, 0/ II finite ,trin,. Since then these concepts have been studied extensively and found many interesting applications in mathematics and computer science [C3, KK, PSS, Si] .
The Kolmogorov complex ity of a finite string is the length of the shortest program it can be computed from. Int uitively, it measures the amount randomnu, or in/ormtJtion contained in the string. A string is random it it cannot be compressed. Unfortunately, this definition of randomness puts no limits on the time of computation 01 the given string from its compressed encoding and therefore makes randomness an undecidable property. As a matter of lact, the set of random strings is immune, in the sense that any recursively enumerable subset of the set of random strings must be finite. Stated differently, in any axiomatizable and sound mathematical system we can prove only a finite number 01 strings random and, more explicitly, no string longer than the description ot the lormal syst,em can be proven random in the system [Ko, C3J. More recently time-bounded versions 01 Kolmogorov com- plex ity have been studied and used to derive new results in computati()nal complexity theory [Si, KK] . is a Cook-complete set lor all other sparse sets in NP and derive related results for PSPACE and sets 01 other densities.
To further illustrate the utility of Kolmogorov complexity, we use it to give a new interpretation to oracle cOll8truc-tions and simplify several oracle constructions (BGS, 8M, SB] . We also exhibit conditions in terms 01 Kolmogorov complexity under which there exist NP complete sets that are not polynomial-time isomorphic (B8] . At the present it is not known whether these conditions hold, but at least they exhibit NP complete sets which are not known to be ,-isomorphic to SAT. For related work see [Ma, Yo] .
Finally, we apply these concepts to make some more speculative observations about the nature 01 theorem proving and use of guessing in computations.
We believe that this study contributes not only some interesting new results and ·prool techniques but also a new viewpoint and concepts to the study 01 computational complex ity. In particular, we believe that the study of how the Kolmogorov complexity of a problem statement is related to the Kolmogorov complexity of its solution has already yielded some initial insights and suggests many other interesting problems. A hope is that this maybe a tool to explore and classify subclasses 01 NP complete problem. which are easier to solve than the unrestricted problem.
Generalised Ko1mosoroy ComplexltJ
The generalized Koimogorov complexity measures AOfIJ far a given string can be compressed and 'ow eail, it can be recomputed from the shortened representation.~.
For a universal Turing maehineM. and lunctions , and G mapping natural numbers into natural numbers, let Though in this paper we are primarily interested in the above defined lime-bounded Kolmogorovcomplexity, for the sake of completeness we define the corresponding "Gcebounded measure. For a universal Turing· machine M., let KS. [g(n ) ,G(n )]=={% 1(3,)[ I, IS,( Iz I) and M.(,)==z using no more than ,G( Iz I) tape}.
Next we point out that there exist universal Turing machines which can be used in all complexity computations. 440 We assume that we have fixed an input alphabet E, IE I~2, to define K. and KS•. 
Proof: By the Hennie-Stearns simulation theorem (HS] of many-tape Turing machines on a two-tape Turing machine, we know that there exists a fixed universal machine M. that can simulate any other machine, Mil, running in time T(n) 
Thus, picking c~max(tl, IM.I) we see that
The space bounded 101l0w8 by a straight forward simulation argument. 0 Because of the above result, which shows that the K. and KS. complexities are nearly optimal, we "ill drop the reference to a specific machine and write
respectively. It will be seen throughout this paper t.hat all of our results are valid under the small changes of Kolmogorov complexity bounded in Fact 1.
It can also be shown that a slight increase in each parameter 01 Kolmogorov complexity increases the corresponding complexity class. We illustrate this with just one simple result, without giving the general separation results Ilere.
Fact I: KSpogn ,n' c KSpogn ,ntlogn J,
Proof: We know, by a counting argument, that for all sufficiently large n E--KSpogn ,n'"e. To prove the second containment relation we exploit the lact that lor sufficiently large n we can pick a random string s which cannot be compressed and prefIX it with tile instruction for M.to print an n-Ionl string by repeating s, which can easily be done on nl.tape. Since a cannot be computed from shorter strings we are guaranteed that
denote the cl888 of all strings z computable from strings of length less or equal to / ( Is I). Thus,
is in essence the class of incompressible random strings as defined by Kolmogorov (Ko] . It is well known that for any computable, monotonic, unbounded function / (n), the clul E--K[/(n)) is immune, i.e. it contains only finite recursively enumerable subsets.
Similarly, we have a related result for E·-KS (/(n ), G( n ») and E --KIf (n ), G( n »). We state only one special case. Let QBF denote the set of satisfiable quantified Boolean formulas, which isknowD to be PSPACE complete. We say that a set S, S·~E·, has density 6(n) if IS n( e+ E)"J~6(n).
The following result was obtained jointly withYaacov Yesha.
Theorem 8: For any sparse set S in PSPACE, S~~Kpogn,n'n QBF S:5f,. KSpogn, n~nQBF. Proof (outline): The first completeness result follows by the methods developed in [HY) .
To prove the second completeness result, we observe that we can easily enumerate a sequence of machines Mia' M i _,··· which run on n-tape and accept no more than n strings 01 length n, and that every PSPACE set of this type is accepted by one of these machines. From this sequence of machines we can construct a sparse universal set U in PSPACE, U=={lijf.lseL(Mi')}· J By a simple padding argument we see that every other sparse set in PSPACE is :5'-reducible.to U.
Since U is in PSPACE and sparse, we know that for some c>O,
Since U is one-one-honestly reducible in polynomial-time tQ QBF and since such reductioDS cannoteBSentiaily increase the complexity of strings, we see that for some tI, US f,QBF n KS(410gn ,ft .tJ.
But then, by a padding argument,
The previous result can be extended to other densities.
Corollar7 7: Let 6(n), n~6(n )~2·, be a monotonically increasing, PSPACE computable density function. Then for any 6(n)-dense set S in PSPACE S~tQBF nK[rlog6(n~, nã
It seems quite unlikely that allsparae sets in NP could be many-one reducible to SAT n Kpogn ,n~. The next result shows that such an assumption has some interesting consequences.
Theorem 8: If NEXPTlME-~f and everJ .pane set S in NP is many-one reducible to SAT nKpoln,n~, then NEXPTIME==EXPTIME and therefore all sparse seta 01 NP are automatically in P.
Pro01:
The condition NEXPTlME==~f is used to compute the minimal solutions 01 F; in S and construct a new sparse set S' in NP which has the sell-reducibility property (note that sparse sets of satisfiable lormulas may not have self-reduci~ility). Then, by using a Berman-Mah.ney like tree labeling argument [Ma] we show that reducibility of S' to a subset of Kpogn ,n~implies that S' is in P. C The previous result can be used to show that there exist oracles for which all sparse sets in 'Np A are not 01 low Kolmogorov complexity. is complete for~f. Therefore, the minimal solutions of F in SA T n Kpogn ,n2j by upward translation [HIS] form a complete set in~f. Here the formulation is:
{( i ,j,tI) I the ith formula in SAT n Kpogn ,n~has tI as the jth digit in its min.sol.}. 0
Finally, we. note that the assumption that NEXPTIME n CoNEXPTIME :;': EXPTIME implies that there exists a set S in NP, S~SATnKpogn,n~, for which no polynomial time algorithm can compute a satisfying assignment for each F in S.
Theorem 12: NEXPTIME n CoNEXPTIME :;': EXPTIME implies that there exists a set S in NP, S~SATnKpogn,ns uch that for all c >0 We explore other consequences of the above assumption and show that it forces certain higher deterministic and nondeterministic time classes to collapse. Intuitively, this has a nice interpretation: we know that P=NP implies that there exist very dissimilar NP complete sets, i.e. finite and infinite. The partial collapse of the higher deterministic and nondeterministic time classes permits us to keep P:F NP but already allows NP complete sets which are not p-isomorphic.
It should also be noted that recently S. Kurtz [Ku] has constructed an oracle B such that pB "NpB and there exist NpB sets complete under~,IJ-reduction that are not pB_ isomorphic.
We say that a function I :E--..r-is Aonutif there exists a k such that (V%)[ 1/(%) I~I% I'+ " and I% I~1/(%) I'+ "], i.e. / neither shrinks nor stretches % more than polynomially.
In our following results we will exploit the fact that an honest polynomial-time computable function cannot increase the Kolmogorov complexity of string by very much. Intuitively stated, a function which maps low Kolmogorov complexity strings onto high complexity strings cannot be an honest polynomial-time function.
Lemma 13: Let / be an honest function in P, then tor all " t~l,
Proof: Since I is in P and honest, there exists a Ie and a ., Since for any p~1 and sufficiently large n loglog(n'+ p)Slogn and n'~nloc-, we see that
We will now show that the aSsumption that the satisfiability of Boolean formulas of low Kolmogorov complexity can be determined in polynomial-time implies that there exist complete sets for NP which are not ,-isomorphic. Clearly, we assulI:le that P =1= NP or there trivially exist complete NP sets which are not p-isomorphic. Corollary IS: ··Let ,(n) be any unbounded, monotonically increasing function and G( n ) such that for all Ie
and SOEP implies that SAT is not ,-isomorphic to SAT-S" which is an NP complete set.
Proof: A simple generalization of the previous proof. C
The above conditions -which lead to non-isomorphic NP complete sets force some higher deterministic and nondeterministic complexity classes to coUapse. Proof: Since
We have Kpogli ,II') n SAT~S, a.e., but then Kpogn ,n') n SATtP, since 5, is in P and 80 is Kpogn ,n'). But Kpogll,n')nSATEP, by methods developed in (HIS) can be shown to imply that EXPTIME -NEXPTIME.C Similarly, the conditions of Corollary 15 imply that the correspondingly higher deterministic aDd nondeterministic time classes collapse.
It should be obsened that if P" NP then all the sets of the form
SAT-S,
with S~SA T and S in P are NP complete. On the other hand, we cannot prove that these sets are ,-isomorphic to SAT, since such proof would imply that for DO S,eP do we have and so far we have not been able to prove &By separation results of this type.
Ko1molorov Complexit7 aad Orac_
Relativization has played an important role in recursive function theory [Ro) as well as in computational complexity theory where it has been used to explore logical possibilities, limitations of proof techniques and assessing the difficulty of desired results [BGS, BSX, BLS, HIS, 8M, Ku, LS, SB) . Fact 171 There exists a recursive oracle A such that NpA has pA-immune sets.
Con,'ruclion: As in previous construction, obtain C~{ll·1 n~l} by diagonalization to be a P-immune set iD TIME [n 1oc .). The oracle A is constructed as above. Clearly C is infinite, in NpA and pA-immune,.since again on the simple strings a pA-machine cannot access the more complex oracle strings. 0
It is interesting to note that the previous results are obtained with sparse oracles and that the pA-machiae8 are prevented from using the oracle because it consists of complex strings not computable in p-time from strings in 1-. This contrasts strikingly with the following observation which shows the necessity for complex strings in the above oracles. The above reasoning can be extended to random' oracles with at most one element of each length.
Co1I,'ruc,ion: For each II, II~1?2,.•• toss a "fair coin"
